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History of Correlation femtoscopy
measurement of space-time characteristics R, c ~ fm
of particle production using particle correlations

Fermi’34, GGLP’60, Dubna (GKPLL..’71-) …

-decay: Coulomb FSI between e± and Nucleus

in β-decay modifies the relative momentum (k)
distribution → Fermi (correlation) function
F(k,Z,R)= |-k(r)|2
is sensitive to Nucleus radius R if charge Z » 1
-k(r) = electron – residual Nucleus WF (t=0)
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Fermi function in β-decay
(r)|2

FermiFactor
Fermi f-n k, Z, R = |-k
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Modern correlation femtoscopy
formulated by Kopylov & Podgoretsky
KP’71-75: settled basics of correlation femtoscopy
in > 20 papers

(for non-interacting identical particles)

• proposed CF= Ncorr /Nuncorr &
mixing techniques to construct Nuncorr &
two-body approximation to calculate theor. CF

• showed that sufficiently smooth momentum spectrum
allows one to neglect space-time coherence at small q*
smoothness approximation:
|∫d4x1d4x2p1p2(x1,x2)...|2 → ∫d4x1d4x2p1p2(x1,x2)|2...

• clarified role of space-time production characteristics:
shape & time source picture from various q-projections

QS symmetrization of production amplitude
 momentum correlations of identical particles are
sensitive to space-time structure of the source
KP’71-75
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q = p1- p2 → {0,2k*}
x = x1 - x2 → {t*,r*}
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CF →  |S(sym)-k*(r*)|2  =  | [ e-ik*r* +(-1)S eik*r*]/√2 |2 
! CF of noninteracting identical particles is independent of t* in PRF

KP model of single-particle emitters
Probability amplitude to observe a particle with 4-coordinate x from
emitter A at xA can depend on x−xA only and so can be written as:



Transfering to 4-momentum representation:

and probability amplitude to observe two spin-0 bosons:
Corresponding momentum correlation function:

if uA(p1)  uA(p2): “smoothness assumption”

x=xA–xB

Assumptions to derive KP formula
CF - 1  cos qx
- two-particle approximation (small freeze-out PS density f)
~ OK, <f>  1 ? low pt
- smoothness approximation: Remitter  Rsource  |p|  |q|peak
~ OK in HIC, Rsource2  0.1 fm2  pt2-slope of direct particles
- neglect of FSI
OK for photons, ~ OK for pions up to Coulomb repulsion
- incoherent or independent emission
2 and 3 CF data approx. consistent with KP formulae:
CF3(123) = 1+|F(12)|2+|F(23)|2+|F(31)|2+2Re[F(12)F(23)F(31)]
CF2(12) = 1+|F(12)|2 , F(q)| = eiqx
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Final State Interaction
Similar to Coulomb distortion of -decay Fermi’34: |-k(r)|2
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fcAc(G0+iF0)
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Migdal, Watson, Sakharov, … Koonin, GKW, LL, ...
s-wave
FSI
strong FSI

}

}

e-ikr  -k(r)  [ e-ikr +f(k)eikr/r ]
Coulomb
|1+f/r|2
kr+kr+ …
_______
F=1+
ka
eicAc

Bohr radius
Point-like
k=|q|/2
Coulomb factor
 FSI is sensitive to source size r and scattering amplitude f
It complicates CF analysis but makes possible
 Femtoscopy with nonidentical particles K, p, .. &
Coulomb only

Coalescence deuterons, ..
 Study “exotic” scattering , K, KK, , p, , ..
 Study relative space-time asymmetries delays, flow

“Fermi-like” CF formula
CF =  |-k*(r*)|2 
Koonin’77: nonrelativistic & unpolarized protons
RL, Lyuboshitz’82: generalization to relativistic & polarized & nonidentical particles

Assumptions:

& estimated the effect of nonequal times

- same as for KP formula in case of pure QS
&
- equal time approximation in PRF
RL, Lyuboshitz’82  eq. time conditions:
|t*|  m1,2r*2
*t*|  m r*
|k
1,2
OK (usually, to several % even for pions) fig.
- tFSI = d/dE > tprod
tFSI (s-wave) = µf0/k*  |k*| = ½|q*|  hundreds MeV/c
 typical momentum
RL, Lyuboshitz ..’98
transfer in production
& account for coupled
channels within the
same isomultiplet only: + 00, -p  0n, K+K K0K0, ...

BS-amplitude 

Inserting KP amplitude T0(p1,p2;) =uA(p1)uB(p2)exp(-ip1xA-ip2xB) in
T and taking the amplitudes uA() and uB(P-) out of the integral
at   p1 and P-  p2 (again “smoothness assumption”) 
Product of plane waves  BS-amplitude  :

T(p1,p2;) =uA(p1)uB(p2)p1p2(xA, xB)

Effect of nonequal times in pair cms
RL, Lyuboshitz SJNP 35 (82) 770; RL nucl-th/0501065

→

Applicability condition of equal-time approximation: |t*|  m1,2r*2
r0=2 fm 0=2 fm/c

r0=2 fm v=0.1

|k*t*|  m1,2r*


OK for heavy
particles & small k*
 OK within 5%
even for pions if
=0 ~r0 or lower
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Note
• Formally (FSI) correlations in beta decay and
multiparticle production are determined by the same
(Fermi) function |-k(x)|2
• But it appears for different reasons in
beta decay: a weak r-dependence of -k(r) within the
nucleus volume + point like emission + equal times
and in
multiparticle production in usual events of HIC:
a small space-time extent of the emitters compared to
their separation + sufficiently small phase space
density + a small effect of nonequal times in usual
conditions
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Using spherical wave in the outer region (r>) & inner
region (r<) correction  analytical dependence on scatt.
amplitudes fL and source radius r0
LL’81
Inner region: W(r)  W(0) & integral relation (single channel and no
Coulomb) with the phase shifts L and momentum derivative L :

∫d3r[|-k(r)|2 -1]= (2/k3)L(2L+1){kL-½[sin2(k+L)-sin2(k)]+..}
 FSI contribution to the CF of nonidentical particles, assuming
Gaussian source function W(r)=exp(-r2/4r02)/(2 r0)3 :

for kr0 << 1: CFFSI = ½|f0/r0|2[1-d0/(2r0)]+2f0/(r0) ~ r0-1 or r0-2
f0 and d0 are the s-wave scatt. length and eff. radius entering in the
(L=0) amplitude fL(k) = sinLexp(iL)/k  (1/fL+½dLk2 - ik)-1

for kr0 >> 1: CFFSI = (2/k2)W(0)L(2L+1)L ~ r0-3
L=[(2L+1)/2k]sin(2L) - (dL/k2L)sin2L
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FSI effect on CF of neutral kaons
Lyuboshitz-Podgoretsky’79:

KsKs from KK also show
BE enhancement

STAR data on CF(KsKs)

Goal: no Coulomb. But R may
go up by ~1 fm if neglecting FSI in
KK (~50% KsKs) f0(980) & a0(980)
RL-Lyuboshitz’82

ALICE data on CF(KsKs)

l = 1.09  0.22
r0 = 4.66  0.46 fm
5.86  0.67 fm

t

Even stronger effect of KK-bar FSI on KsKs
correlations in pp-collisions at LHC
ALICE: PLB 717 (2012) 151

e.g. for kt < 0.85 GeV/c, Nch=1-11 the neglect of FSI
increases l by ~100% and Rinv by ~40%
l = 0.64  0.07  1.36  0.15 > 1 !

Rinv= 0.96  0.04  1.35  0.07 fm
ArXiv.org:1506.07884
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Correlation femtoscopy with nonid. particles
p CFs at AGS & SPS & STAR
Goal: No Coulomb suppression as in pp CF &
Wang-Pratt’99 Stronger sensitivity to r0

singlet triplet

Scattering lengths, fm: 2.31 1.78
Fit using RL-Lyuboshitz’82 with
Effective radii, fm: 3.04 3.22
l consistent with estimated impurity
r0~ 3-4 fm consistent with the radius from pp CF & mt scaling

AGS

l=0.50.2
r0=4.50.7 fm

SPS

STAR
r0=3.10.30.2 fm
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Pair purity problem for p CF @ STAR
 PairPurity ~ 15%
Assuming no correlation for misidentified
particles and particles from weak decays


 Fit using RL-Lyuboshitz’82 (for np)

 but, there can be residual
correlations for particles from
weak decays requiring knowledge
of , p, , , p, , 
correlations

Correlation study of strong interaction

+&  & p & pp s-wave scattering parameters
from NA49 and STAR
Fits using RL-Lyuboshitz’82
p:

STAR data accounting for residual correlations

- Kisiel et al, PRC 89 (2014) : assuming a universal Imf0
- Shapoval et al PRC 92 (2015): Gauss. parametr. of res. CF
Ref0  0.5 fm, Imf0  1 fm, r0  3 fm
:

NA49: |f0()|  f0(NN) ~ 20 fm
-  8 fm
STAR, PRL 114 (2015): f0()  -1 fm, d0()

+:

NA49 vs RQMD with SI scale: f0  sisca f0 (=0.232fm)
sisca = 0.60.1 compare with

~0.8 from SPT & BNL data E765 K  e
Here a suppression can be due to eq. time approx.

pp :

STAR, Nature (2015): f0 and d0 coincide with table pp-values

Correlation study of particle interaction
CF=Norm [Purity RQMD(r*  Scaler*)+1-Purity]
+ scattering length
f0 from NA49 CF
+

Fit CF(+) by RQMD
with SI scale:
f0  sisca f0input
f0input -= 0.232 fm
sisca = 0.60.1
Compare with
~0.8 from SPT
& BNL E765
K  e
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Correlation study of strong interaction
 scattering lengths f0 from STAR correlation data

Fit using RL-Lyuboshitz (82): l 0.18, r0 3 fm, ares -0.04, rres 0.4 fm
f0 -1 fm, d0  8 fm  no s-wave resonance
CF=1+l[CFFSI+SS(-1)Sexp(-r02Q2)]
+ ares exp(-rres2Q2)
0= ¼(1-P2) 1= ¼(3+P2)

P=Polar.=0

CFFSI = 20[½|f0(k)/r0|2(1-d00/(2r0))
+2Re(f0(k)/(r0))F1(r0Q)

- Im(f0(k)/r0)F2(r0Q)]
fS(k)=(1/f0S+½d0Sk2 - ik)-1 k=Q/2
F1(z)=0z dx exp(x2-z2)/z
F2(z)=[1-exp(-z2)]/z

-

Correlation study of strong interaction
pp s-wave scattering parameters from STAR correlation data
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Correlation study of strong interaction
pp & pp ALICE correlation data
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Summary
• Assumptions behind femtoscopy theory in HIC OK at k  0.
• Wealth of data on correlations of various particles
(,K0,p,,) is available & gives unique space-time info on
production characteristics thanks to the effects of QS and FSI.
• Info on two-particle s-wave strong interaction:
 &  & p & pp scattering amplitudes
from HIC at SPS and RHIC
(on a way to solving the problem of residual correlations).
A good perspective: high statistics RHIC & LHC data.
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2xGoldhaber, Lee & Pais
GGLP’60: enhanced ++ , -- vs +- at small
opening angles – interpreted as BE enhancement
depending on fireball radius R0
p p  2+ 2 - n0
R0 = 0.75 fm
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Femtoscopy through Emission function
G(p,x)

One particle:

E d3N/d3p = |T(p)|2 =  d4x d4x’ exp[-i p(x-x’)] (x)*(x’)

=  d4x G(p,x)

x,x’  x=½(x+x’), =x-x’

G(p,x) = partial Fourier transform of space-time
density matrix (x)*(x’)
Two id. nonint. pions:

E1E2d6N/d3p1d3p2 =  d4x1d4x2 [G(p1,x1;p2,x2)+ G(p,x1;p,x2)cos(qx)]

p = ½(p1+p2) q = p1-p2 x = x1-x2
Corr(p1,p2) =  d4x1d4x2G(p,x1;p,x2) cos(qx) /  d4x1d4x2G(p1,x1;p2,x2)

 cos(qx)

if G(p1,x1;p2,x2)  G(p,x1;p,x2) : “smoothness assumption”
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Smoothness approximation: rA « r0 (q « p)
W(p1,p2 = |∫d4x1d4x2 p1p2(x1,x2) Τ(x1,x2;)|2
= ∫d4x1d4x1’d4x2d4x2’
r0 - Source radius

p1p2(x1,x2)p1p2*(x1’,x2’)

rA - Emitter radius

Τ(x1,x2 ;)Τ*(x1’,x2’ ;)

x2’
x2
2r0

x1
x 1’

p1

≈ ∫d4x1d4x2 G(x1,p1;x2,p2) |p1p2(x1,x2)|2

Source function G(x1,p1;x2,p2) =
∫d4ε1d4ε2 exp(ip1ε1+ip2ε2) 
p2
Τ(x1+½ε1,x2 +½ε2;)Τ*(x1-½ε1,x2-½ε2;)

For non-interacting identical spin-0 particles – exact result (p=½(p1+p2) ):
W(p1,p2 = ∫ d4x1d4x2 [G(x1,p1;x2,p2)+G(x1,p;x2,p) cos(qx)]
approx. result: ≈ ∫d4x1d4x2 G(x1,p1;x2,p2) [1+cos(qx)]

= ∫ d4x1d4x2 G(x1,p1;x2,p2) |p1p2(x1,x2)|2

Phase space density from CFs and spectra
Bertsch’94
Lisa ..’05
<f> rises up to SPS
May be high phase space
density at low pt ?


? Pion condensate or laser
? Multiboson effects on CFs
spectra & multiplicities
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“General” parameterization at |q|  0
Particles on mass shell & azimuthal symmetry  5 variables:
q = {qx , qy , qz}  {qout , qside , qlong}, pair velocity v = {vx,0,vz}
y  side

q0 = qp/p0  qv = qxvx+ qzvz

Grassberger’77
RL’78

x  out  transverse
pair velocity vt
z  long  beam

cos qx=1-½(qx)2+.. exp(-Rx2qx2 -Ry2qy2 -Rz2qz2 -2Rxz2qx qz)
Interferometry or correlation radii:

Rx2 =½  (x-vxt)2 , Ry2 =½  (y)2 , Rz2 =½  (z-vzt)2 
Podgoretsky’83, Bertsch, Pratt’95; so called out-side-long parameterization
Csorgo, Pratt’91: LCMS

vz = 0

S. Koonin 1977
Intuitive generalization of KP
formula for non-interacting
protons to interacting
non-relativistic protons
(in the laboratory):
1st proton at t2: r1’=r1+V(t2-t1)
2nd proton at t2: r2
FSI determined by spatial
separation r1’-r2 at t2=
emission time of later particle
Problems:
- not applicable to lighter
particles (pions) emitted
with relativistic velocities
- generally,  is the B-S amp.,
explicitly depending on time
separation

Gyulassy, Kaufmann, Wilson 1979
FSI
Plane wave  Bethe-Salpeter amplitude
exp(-ip1x1-ip2x2)  p1p2(x1,x2 )
In pair CMS, only relative quantities are relevant: q={0,2k},
exp(ikr)  q(t,r)x={t,r}
at t = 0, the reduced B-S ampl. coincides with the usual WF:
q(t=0,r[ = )-k(r*])
Note: in beta-decay A  A’ + e + 
t(A’)-t(e) = 0 in the A rest frame  t in A’e-pair CMS

Lednicky, Lyuboshitz 1981
- Eq. time approximation t=0 is valid on condition |t|  r2
Usually OK to several % even for pions
- Smoothness approx. applied also to non-id. particles

NA49 central Pb+Pb 158 AGeV vs RQMD: FSI theory OK
Long tails in RQMD: r* = 21 fm for r* < 50 fm
29 fm for r* < 500 fm
Fit CF=Norm [Purity RQMD(r*  Scaler*)+1-Purity]
 RQMD overestimates r* by 10-20% at SPS cf ~ OK at AGS
worse at RHIC
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